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The challenge: Find ways to attract and engage early buy-cycle stage leads
Prior to launching the expertIP blog, Allstream had redeveloped
its website to house information about its products, along with
white papers that discuss how to use and implement these
products. While the website proved to be a valuable tool for
converting later-stage leads, Allstream knew it was missing out
on engaging a huge audience — those just starting out or very
early in the buying cycle.
“We wanted to create content that would provide folks just figuring out that they had a challenge or
opportunity we could address with value and keep them connected to Allstream as they sought to learn
more as their needs developed,” says Jeff Gluck, Senior Manager, Web Marketing, Allstream.

Allstream is a Canadian leader in IP communications and the only national communications provider that works exclusively with business
customers of all sizes.

Allstream also struggled with SEO, as most of the visitors who came to its site came from branded search
(i.e., typing “Allstream” along with the name of one of its products into Google). Allstream wanted to be
more discoverable and rank better in terms of unbranded search: “We wanted to be found more easily and
come up more often when people weren’t necessarily looking for us, but rather searching for topics related
to what we do and the benefits our services bring,” says Gluck.

The solution: Launch a new type of online publication to fill content gaps
and provide trusted advice
Allstream partnered with its agency-of-record, Concrete Design Communications Inc., to identify ways to
fill the gaps in its content strategy and provide educational content for people in all stages of the buying
cycle. Allstream and Concrete felt that a robust blog — better described as an “online community” —
would be the most natural and cost-effective way to achieve these goals.
Concrete’s research determined that the blog should provide expert advice about the challenges that
Allstream’s target audience — IT managers and stakeholders in mid-market organizations — face. The
blog would also describe how IP networking and associated communications and technology services help
solve these challenges (i.e., improving IT performance that, in turn, drives workforce productivity and helps
manage costs). Although one of the goals of expertIP is to drive leads through Allstream’s white papers and
webinars, the blog focuses primarily on providing trusted advice and keeps Allstream’s branding to a
minimum.

The implementation: 7 keys to corporate blogging success
Here are seven things Allstream and Concrete learned as they launched expertIP and would like to share
with other organizations that are thinking about starting a corporate blog:
1. Have a strong understanding of your voice: One of the biggest challenges of corporate blogging is
developing a consistent voice. To get your voice right, you first must have a solid understanding of your
target audience. Who are they? Where do they hang out? What types of content do they find valuable?
To reach its audience, Allstream wanted to tone down its ”corporate” or “sales” speak: “We’re a fairly
conservative organization and tend to rely on more formal language,” says Gluck. “However, we knew that
we needed to use friendly, everyday language, as the blog is not the voice of the organization talking to the
market, but the voice of individuals within the organization. It’s no longer ‘business to business’ but ‘people
to people’.”
2. Make a business case: To make the business case for its new content marketing initiative, Allstream
needed a number that would define the project’s cost. Allstream totaled all of the costs, along with what it
could realize in terms of value (i.e., increased findability, brand awareness, etc.) to prove that a blog would
make sense from a business standpoint.
3. Develop an expert team: Allstream and Concrete knew they needed a top-notch team to create a blog
that would set Allstream apart from the competition. Concrete brought Allstream a full team of experts —
including designers, developers, freelance writers, and SEO professionals.
“One of Allstream’s value propositions is to sell honest advice, so content marketing is important” says
Larry Gaudet, Strategy, Concrete Design Communications, Inc. “However, to do it you need high
expectations. You also need skill sets that aren’t usually found within companies or agencies alone. That’s
why we harnessed help from other areas.”
4. Draw from the wealth of knowledge that is already inside your organization: expertIP’s diverse
contributor community includes more than 20 in-house subject matter experts. While some of Allstream’s
experts had experience writing, many of them were new to writing but excited to contribute to the blog.
“We’re trying to make the blogging process as easy as possible for our in-house experts,” says Gluck. “For
example, we may connect our experts with a professional writer who can interview them and organize their
thoughts into a blog post. We can also coach our experts through the writing process or provide editing

services if they prefer to write their own posts.”
5. Don’t underestimate what goes into creating great content: Allstream and Concrete want to
maintain the highest journalistic standards so expertIP will stand apart from other technology blogs. An
ongoing challenge is finding the balance between affordability and hiring the necessary talent to keep a
first-rate blog operational.
“Don’t underestimate the quality and kinds of skill sets involved in putting together a first-rate product,”
says Gaudet. “Be humble enough to understand that creating a publication of quality is more than just nuts
and bolts — it’s a commercial art. With all of the bad content and noise out there, you need to stand out.”
6. Measure your results: Think about what you’re not achieving with your current marketing, and use this
to form the basis for how to measure your blog. For example, if you’re lacking in discoverability, pick some
keywords and see how you rank for them after you launch your blog.
Also set a benchmark that tells you if your content is good enough to hold your audience’s attention. For
example, if it takes two minutes to read an article, but most people leave the page after 20 seconds, your
content may not be compelling enough.
7. Consider your multi-language readers: The expertIP team also created a French version of the blog.
Allstream wanted to develop all new content for the French blog to appeal to a slightly different audience
and culture. However, less French contributors and a smaller budget means that some content from the
English blog is translated to supplement the unique French content.

The results: Increased website traffic and ppt-ins for premium content
The launch of expertIP had reenergized Allstream’s marketing and helped the company achieve its goal of
engaging early-stage leads. Although the blog just launched in April, Allstream is already noticing
significant increases in its web traffic.
“After three months of activity we’re driving upwards of 25 percent new incremental traffic into our digital
ecosystem, and in particular, visits from unbranded search have slowly but steadily increased each month
since the blog launched,” says Gluck.
One of the highest-performing channels for driving traffic has been StumbleUpon, where links to about half
a dozen articles have gone viral.
“We have also seen that people are responding to the blog’s banner ads and downloading the associated
premium content,” says Gluck. “I’ve been somewhat surprised by how well it’s done. Without getting too
specific, we’ve seen expertIP play a role in upwards of 20 percent of leads in some of our campaigns.”
expertIP is also helping Allstream position itself as a leader in its industry, as the blog’s content is getting
picked up by other news sources and received a very positive review from a major industry consultant.
And further, it provides another source of content from which Allstream can project communications and
drive engagement through its other social channels.
To learn more about blogging, check out our Ultimate Guide to Blogging.
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